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Dave Morgan, Township Supervisor 

 

 
It is usually taken for granted, water that is.  A little knob is turned, and one of the essential elements to 
human life is delivered right to the home.  It is used for drinking, or bathing, or washing dishes, or 
watering lawns, or one of so many other things.  Because so many people use it for so many things, the 
water supply must be protected.  That is the purpose of this program.  It establishes a way to help 
protect the water supply by determining where it comes from, what may threaten it, and how to deal 
with problems that occur. 
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Introduction 
Pennfield Charter Township is a mixed community consisting of both rural and urban areas.  It is 
located in Calhoun County which is in southern central Michigan.  The current population is 
9,004 people.  The southern more urbanized portion of Pennfield Township is served by a 
public water system which is supplied by two groundwater wells.  Each well has a design 
capacity of 1250 gallons per minute maximum flow.  The system serves approximately 2000 
people (985 customer bills) with an average daily flow of 170,000 gallons. 
 

The goal of this program is to prevent contamination from reaching the wellhead area and 
eventually, the public water supply.  This includes preventing existing potential sources of 
contamination from getting to the water supply as well as limiting future potential sources of 
contamination. 
 

Background 
The Wellhead Protection Plan (WHPP) for Pennfield Charter Township was started in 1998 by 
delineating the Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA).  This work was done by Jones and Henry 
Engineers, Ltd., and modifications were made by MDEQ.  In June of 2000, Pennfield Township 
applied for and received a grant from MDEQ which assisted in funding a MDEQ approved WHPP 
(2001).  The Township passed a Wellhead Protection Ordinance in 2011.  In 2016 the WHPP was 
revised and improved using a grant from the MDEQ. 
 

There are seven elements of this WHPP and they are summarized as follows: 
1. Roles & Duties 
2. Wellhead Protection Area Delineation 
3. Containment Source Inventory 
4. Management Strategies 
5. Contingency Plan & Emergency Response Protocol 
6. New Well Considerations 
7. Public Participation Activities 

 
 

1. Roles & Duties 
This element organizes the people who would be responsible for the creation, maintenance, 
and protection of the wellhead area.  Pennfield’s Township Supervisor will be responsible for 
the periodic updating of the WHPP.  The following is a list of the members of the wellhead 
protection Team (WPT), along with their respective roles and duties: 
 

Utilities Operator; Jose Ramirez 
 Promote the importance of the WHPP to Township staff and community 

 Provide records and data of the existing water system as needed 

 Monitor changes to the area in the field that may affect the WHPP 
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Assistant Utilities Operator; Brian Phillips 
 Assist with &/or perform the duties of the Utilities Operator in their absence 

 

Township Supervisor; Dave Morgan 
 Monitor budget and grant administration 

 Ensure members are fulfilling their responsibilities 

 Promote the importance of the WHPP to Township staff and community 

 Assure the WHPP is implemented 

 Assure the long-term maintenance of the WHPP 

 Act as the project's liaison with other agencies 

 Manage the correspondences (distribution of materials) 

 Develop and implement educational strategies 

 Delegate responsibilities to consultants 
 

Pennfield Fire Chief; Tim Smith 
 Assure public safety staff are familiar with the WHPP 

 Ensure hazardous waste management (storage and spills) 

 Educate public safety staff about contingency plan and update this plan as necessary 

 Look for Wellhead Protection Ordinance violations during “Right-to-Know” efforts 
 

Deputy Supervisor; Barb Darlington 
 Update site plan requirements and assure compliance with the WHPP 

 Modify if necessary the current zoning ordinance as needed for the WHPP 

 Ensure enforcement of plan review and ordinance requirements 
 

General Public Contact; Cheri Ambroso, Utilities Billing Clerk 
 Promote the importance of the WHPP to the residential community 

 Provide practical input regarding proposed rules, educational ideas, and other things 
important to the community 

 

Planning & Zoning Representative; Jack Pooler, Planning Commission 
 Be the liaison for the Planning Commission 

 Communicate Planning Commission concerns/comments on the WHPP 

 Provide input on WHPP impacts on zoning & planning 
 

City of Battle Creek; Tiffany Welsh, Environmental Program Coordinator 
 Act as liaison between Pennfield Township and the City 

 Provide input based on knowledge of city's WHPP and based on experience 
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Calhoun County Health Department; Sue Bereza, R.S. 

 Provide historical concerns 

 Promote awareness to the community when onsite wells and septic tank drainfield 
issues arise 

 

The WHPP Team list and participation agreements can be found in Appendix A. 
 
 

2. Wellhead Protection Area Delineation 
The Township in 1998 commissioned Jones and Henry Engineers, Ltd.  (J & H) to delineate the 
WHPA.  The activities performed to generate the report included: 

 Compilation of previous investigations relative to the geology and hydrogeology of 
the region and in the vicinity of the area 

 Review of over 300 well logs 

 Drilling of observation wells for pump tests 

 Performance and interpretation of pump tests 

 Collection of groundwater elevation data from several wells in the vicinity of the 
Township's wellfields 

 Survey of wells 
 

Using this information, J & H determined the area from which groundwater would reach the 
Township’s wells within 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years.  The Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality (MDEQ) gave input on the results and J & H made the necessary 
adjustments to the model to create the WHPA.  Pennfield has two production wells in the 
Independence Wellfield, well # 96-3 and well # 96-6. 
 

In 2011 the Township commissioned Civil Engineers, Inc. (CEI) to combine their WHPA with the 
City of Battle Creek’s to create a new all-inclusive WHPA Map (see Appendix B). 
 
 

3. Contaminant Source Inventory (CSI) 
The goal of this program is to protect the wellhead area.  In order to do this, all of the threats to 
the wellhead area must be known.  In 2016 the City of Battle Creek’s consultant Fleis & 
Vandenbrink performed a study and created a list of potential contaminant sources within the 
common Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA).  All known contamination source lists were 
assumed to be considered.  This list was provided to the Township.  The City’s results, previous 
reports, staff interviews, and land use considerations were used to create a Potential 
Contaminant Source Inventory (PCSI) Map which can be found in Appendix C.  A list of parcels 
determined to be potential contaminant sources is provided on the PCSI Map.  Results of site 
visits to each PCSI location are included in Appendix D. 
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A plan to locate & identify abandoned wells has been developed by the WPT.  The following 
out-line summarizes the plan: 
 

Abandoned Well Identification Plan 
 The Township will have an Abandoned Well Map developed that shows abandoned 

wells identified by the Calhoun County Health Department (CCHD), City of Battle Creek, 
and Township staff.  

 Over the next two years the Township will research existing CCHD well logs in order to 
make this list as accurate as possible.  This will be part of future WHPP efforts. 

 
 

4. Management Strategies 
The goal of wellhead area management is to prevent contamination from reaching the 
wellhead area and eventually, the public water supply.  This includes preventing existing 
potential sources of contamination from getting to the water supply as well as limiting future 
potential sources of contamination.  The wellhead area management plan contains a broad 
range of activities.  Updating ordinances, standard operating procedures, abandoned well 
program, master plan considerations, and partnership agreement. 
 

Wellhead Protection Ordinance Activities: 
There are two ordinances that Pennfield Township uses to protect the groundwater that serves 
as drinking water.  These are an ordinance to prohibit certain activities within the delineated 
wellhead protection area (103B-08-11; Appendix E), and an ordinance that establishes an 
overlay district to provide development regulations (104J-08-11; Appendix F). 
 

One management strategy is to modify the Wellhead Protection Ordinance as necessary to 
keep it up to date with current rules and regulations.  Also continue to keep this ordinance 
practical and reasonable.  This will be an on-going effort.  One such modification will be made 
within the next 6 months that allows for a variance if proper precautions are made to assure no 
contaminant will be spilled.  The Township attorney has developed the draft revision and it is 
being considered.  
 

Pennfield Township is planning to attempt to convince Bedford and Emmett Townships to make 
any modifications necessary to their own Master Plan and Zoning Ordinance in order to assist in 
the protection of the WHPA within the next 2 years. 
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Standard Operating Procedures: 
Be aware of the Fire Department’s current operating procedures and suggest modifications to 
protect the wellhead if necessary.  The “Pennfield Township Fire Department Operations 
Manual” Hazardous Material Incidents describes how spills are handled. 
 

The Township's fire department is currently performing inspections to find any hazardous 
materials in residences and facilities.  They have finished Phase I of the process, having each 
business, church, and school in the Township complete an emergency contact informational 
form.  Phase II is a site-specific study of locations that display moderate to high levels of 
hazardous materials.  The fire department goes to each of these places and draws blueprints of 
the building. This effort will be completed in 2016 and updated as necessary. 
 

Abandoned Well Program: 
The following program has been set up to control abandoned wells within the WHPA: 
 

Abandoned Well Control Program 
 Be aware that the Calhoun Co. Public Health Department (CCHD) requires abandonment 

of old wells when replacement wells are installed.  They also encourage tying in to 
public water when it is available, and abandoning the old well. 

 Requiring abandonment of existing wells will be done where the Township has the 
authority to do so.  The WPT will search for financial assistance to help offset well 
abandonment costs.  Foundations, DEQ, Community Action Agency, and others will be 
considered.  The Township will also consider implementing a plan to financially assist 
property owners with abandoning their wells. 

 The Township’s Wellhead Protection Ordinance (No. 103B-08-11; Appendix E) prohibits 
“the presence of an abandoned well” within the Ten-Year Time of Travel zone. 

 
Master Plan Considerations: 

Pennfield Township developed a Master Plan in 1999.  It was updated in 2005 and 2013.  The 
next update is scheduled for 2018.  The following will be considered during the 2018 update: 

 Add a general statement explaining the WHP ordinances and WHPA. 
 There should be no Industrial zoning in the WHPA. 
 Add a statement in the Visions & Goals section about protecting groundwater. 
 Show the WHPA boundaries on all appropriate maps. 

 
Partnership Agreement: 

Develop & Implement Partnership Agreements w/City of BC within the next 2 years. 
1. The Township and City have members on both WPTs. 
2. Agreements will be developed to archive the understanding of cooperation, and to assure 

consistency in efforts to protect the Wellhead areas. 
3. The Township attorney is developing these agreements. (See Appendix H) 
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5. Contingency Plan & Emergency Response Protocol Activities 
Though every effort is made to keep contaminants from reaching the WHPA, it is still a distinct 
possibility that a contaminant may reach the water supply.  The contingency plan is created to 
outline who needs to do what should the integrity of the water supply be compromised.  No 
water supply emergencies have occurred since the last WHPP update (typical water main 
breaks were experienced).  
 

The Township's fire department has created an emergency plan for hazardous spills.  This plan 
includes what qualifies as an emergency, what constitutes different levels of an emergency, the 
required amount of people and equipment to be used for each level, and the guidelines for 
containing the emergency.  This plan is known as the “Pennfield Township Fire Department 
Operations Manual” Hazardous Material Incidents Standard Operating Procedure.  Therefore 
the WHP Emergency Response Protocol is to contact the Fire Department in the event of a 
contaminant spill or other emergency.  The Fire department will contact the Township 
Supervisor if the spill is determined to be “significant”.  Significant means a spill (release) 
exceeding 55 gallons of liquid material or 440 pounds of dry weight. 
 

The Emergency Water Supply Plan will be to provide as much uncontaminated water as 
possible using the Township’s and/or City of Battle Creek’s water supply.  Depending upon the 
severity and nature of the contaminant, the Township may be able to treat the water to an 
acceptable contaminant level in their treatment facility.  Blending the wells will most likely not 
be an option.  Since they are in the same wellfield and draw water from the same aquifer, it is 
probable that contamination will not reach one well without reaching the other.  Should the 
wells be contaminated for a long-term basis, the Township will have to search for a site to place 
new wells, or pay the city for supplying the Township with water. 
 

Currently Pennfield Township has an agreement with the City of Battle Creek, wherein two 
main lines of Pennfield's remain connected with Battle Creek's system for emergency 
situations.  The only stipulation is that only Battle Creek personnel may operate the valves 
separating the two systems.  A copy of the authorization letter is in Appendix G.  The Township 
Attorney is developing an Understanding of Cooperation Agreement with the City of Battle 
Creek that will further define this mutual contingency effort. 
 

The Township will require any new employee to read the WHPP and sign a confirmation 
statement.  This statement will be kept in the employee’s file.  Employees involved with 
operating and maintaining the water system will be part of the Wellhead Protection Team. 
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6. New Well Considerations 
Because Pennfield’s wellfield is relatively new, and either well in the wellfield provides enough 
water to cover future demand projections, it is unlikely that the Township will need new wells 
for a while.  The WHPA shows few existing potential sources of contamination, and the 
wellhead protection plan should prevent further potential sources from being in the protection 
area.  All of these factors result in the conclusion that additional development in groundwater 
resource is not necessary at this time. 
 
 

7. Public Participation Activities 
In order to ensure the success of the wellhead protection program, the public must be involved.  
They must be involved in both the development and the implementation of the program.  In 
order to accomplish this, the Township has used and will use various methods. 
 

The Wellhead Protection Team (WPT) will be made up of a diverse cross-section from the 
Township area.  Local community leaders, educational representatives, residents, business 
owners, neighboring community leaders, the Health Department, and fire & water department 
personnel will be invited to be on the WPT. 
 

A three-fold brochure has been developed to mail and hand out.  Mailings will happen 
periodically (first one in 2016, then every 2 to 5 years).  Hand out efforts will happen whenever 
an opportunity arises.  A QR (quick reference) code has been added to the front that will take 
users directly to the WHPP section of Pennfield’s web site. The WHPP and ordinances will be 
included there. 
 

An instructional video will be developed over the next 2 years which will describe what the 
WHPA is, what puts it at risk, and how the average person can help eliminate those risks.  This 
video will be shared with schools and social organizations.  The advantages of the video are that 
it would not take an excessive amount of time to watch, and it would work as a standalone 
educational tool. 
 

Pennfield Township will work together with the City of Battle Creek to share advertising costs 
for things like radio, and pre-movie ads. 
 

Currently the Township has signs in key locations notifying citizens that they are entering a 
“Safe Drinking Water Area”.  In the future, more signs will be placed.  The existing signs will be 
replaced with larger ones so they are easier to read.  New signs are to be in place within 2 
years. 
 

A week long school curriculum devoted to the topic of wellhead protection will be suggested to 
the school system. 
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Pennfield Wellhead Protection Program 

 
 

 

Wellhead Protection Team 
Participation Agreements 

(Through 9/30/17) 
 

Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 
Jose Ramirez – Township Utilities Operator 

Brian Phillips – Utilities Operator 
Tim Smith – Fire Department Chief 

Barb Darlington – Township Deputy Supervisor 
Jack Pooler – Township Planning Board 

Cheri Ambroso – Township Utilities Billing Clerk 
Tiffany Welsh – BC Environmental Program Coordinator 
Sue Bereza – Calhoun County Public Health Department 
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Wellhead Protection Area Map 
 

 
Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 

2017 
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Potential Contaminant Source 
Inventory Map 

 
 

Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 
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Contaminant Source Inventory Site 
Visit Results 

 
 

Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 
2017 
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Executive Summary 
 
Hands & Associates, Inc. (HANDS) was retained by Pennfield Charter Township to 
provide supplemental site visits as part of their contaminant source inventory prepared by 
Civil Engineers, Inc (CEI) of Battle Creek. 
 
The purpose of the project was to conduct site visits to the properties assigned and meet 
with property owners/representatives to provide background on wellhead protection 
needs, take inventory of regulated materials (if any) that if improperly managed/released 
could potentially impact groundwater, and prepare a report of findings. 
 

 
Results: 
A summary of the project findings are as follows: 

• It was apparent that the program is useful for keeping the ordinance and its 
obligations to property owners “on the radar” as property owners are focused on 
their core business, and often need assistance/guidance in compliance with 
wellhead protection. 

• Main issues relate to outdoor above ground storage tanks (ASTs) for fueling of 
equipment (present at all three site visited). Michigan Department of Environmental 
Quality (MDEQ) Guidance/rules state: 
 

II. Storage Tank Capacity of 1,100 Gallons or Less. These tank systems require 
Compliance with the FL/CL Rules, but do not need a plan review, and are not inspected 
or certified by the STD. Approval by the local authority having jurisdiction (fire marshal, 
Fire chief) is required. 
Based on the above, it is recommended that the local fire marshal/fire chief determine if they has 
inspected the ASTs in the subject properties and if not, inspect and approve the installations or 
provide guidance to achieve approval. 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND / SCOPE OF WORK 
 
Pennfield Charter Township (and The City of Battle Creek) have been pro-active in 
wellhead protection strategies to protect its water supply. Previous programs have been 
implemented by CEI to evaluate risks to the City’s water supply including program which 
identified companies with regualted materials such as oil/solvents, etc. and to provide 
those companies with assistance in good environmental management and groundwater 
protection strategies.  A wellhead protection ordinance has also been established to help 
protect the well fields supplying the Township’s drinking water from groundwater 
contamination (attached).  To supplement the work performed by CEI, HANDS visited 
three properties (Crandall Farms, Marywood Golf Club, former Shepard farmhouse) and 
determined inventories/locations of regulated materials. HANDS utilized the “Chemical 
Inventory and Storage Form” utilized by the City of Battle Creek for similar projects. 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 

METHODOLOGY 
The strategy for implementing this project was to attempt to engage parcel 
owners/operators in a spirit of cooperation by explaining the need for groundwater 
protection based on the location of their parcel within the wellhead protection zone, and 
explaining some basics of groundwater transport.  It has been our experience that most 
groundwater contamination issues have resulted by people not being familiar with 
groundwater basics and that contamination entering the ground can result in causing 
contamination of drinking water wells some distance from the release, in some cases up 
to miles in distance. 
 
Through experience in similar projects, the strategy was designed to not rely on phone 
contacts, but included a friendly “stopping by” of parcels to re-introduce the program and 
assess compliance with Performance Standards. The Township’s letter of introduction 
sent to the property owners earlier was helpful in setting the stage for the visit. One of the 
properties, The “Shepard Farmhouse” had an address of 21767 East Ave N, which upon 
visiting the site is actually 6616 White Rabbit Road. HANDS made three visits to the 
property but was unable to find an owner available to tour the property. However, based 
on the layout of the property from the driveway, HANDS was able to identify a 500 gallon 
above ground storage tank for diesel fuel. 
 
During the site visits, a reminder of the ordinance was explained, and a site walkover 
performed where possible. Information for the parcels is presented in the attached 
chemical inventory and storage forms. 
 
 
RESULTS/FINDINGS 
 
In general the results/findings include: 
 

• Most parcel owners/users were cooperative, but required assistance in 
understanding their obligations under the ordinance and performance standards.  

• Main issues relate to outdoor above ground storage tanks for fueling of equipment. 
MDEQ Guidance/rules state: 

II. Storage Tank Capacity of 1,100 Gallons or Less. These tank systems require 
compliance with the FL/CL Rules, but do not need a plan review, and are not inspected 
or certified by the STD. Approval by the local authority having jurisdiction (fire marshal, 
Fire chief) is required. 
Based on the above, it is recommended that the local fire marshal/fire chief determine if 
they has inspected the ASTs in the attached subject properties and if not, inspect and 
approve the installations or provide guidance to achieve approval. 
  



 
 

 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The project was useful in continuing to bring awareness of the ordinance to owners/users 
in the wellhead protection zone and in gathering important site-specific information to allow 
risk evaluations to groundwater to be performed based on the various operations and 
materials in use or stored on parcels and their need for understanding Performance 
Standard obligations. 
 
Also, the following conclusions/recommendations are made: 

• It is recommended that those properties that have onsite fueling be inspected by 
the local fire marshal/fire chief for approval of the installations or provide guidance 
to achieve approval as Rules for the Storage of Flammable and Combustible 
Materials are complex for property owners to access. 

• Based on this project and previous work with property owners it is recommended 
that periodic assistance with the Ordinance and Performance Standards continue 
if possible as most property owners are mainly focused on their core businesses. 
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Chemical Inventory and Storage Forms 
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CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 

PART 1 
 

 
CITY OF BATTLE CREEK CHEMICAL STORAGE QUESTIONAIRE 

 
DATE COMPLETED:   9/23/16 

NAME OF 
PREMISES: 

  Marywood Golf Club 

SITE 
ADDRESS: 

  21310 North Ave 

SITE 
TELEPHONE: 

  (517) 455-3725 

EMERGENCY 
TELEPHONE: 

(Numbers should be direct to facility representatives and available 24 hrs. Number should by-pass 
automated phone trees) 
 
  (517) 455-3725 

QUESTIONAIRE 
COMPLETED BY: 

CB/ Kirby Tottingham 

PHONE:   (517) 455-3725 

EMAIL ADDRESS:   

SITE USE: 
 
Please check most 
appropriate box 

X CHEMICAL USER (Chemicals used in activities on site) 

 CHEMICAL PRODUCER (Chemicals manufactured at this site, includes 
packaging) 

 OTHER (Chemicals are stored on site, but not used or produced. Such as service stations, retail 
store, storage facility) 

 
Emergency Contacts: (Include Private Alarm / Security Companies, Maintenance Staff) 
NAME TITLE BUSINESS 

PHONE 
HOME PHONE CELL PHONE 

Kirby Tottingham Superintendent     (517) 455-3725 
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EMERGENCY VENDORS 

SPILL CLEAN UP COMPANY  Crystall Flash 

ADDRESS: Marshall 

PHONE NUMBERS 
REGULAR and AFTER HOURS NUMBERS: 

 (616) 781-8221 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

 
 

 

 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE SURVEY 

 
Check 1 Box for Each Category 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE 

 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE AT OR 
ABOVE 

SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE BUT BELOW 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

DO 
NOT 

HAVE 

CLASS 1 
Explosives & Blasting Agents (Not 
including Class C Explosives) 

Any Quantity   X 
CLASS 2 

Poison Gas Any Quantity   X 
Flammable Gas (oxygen/propane) 100 gal. Water 

Capacity   
 Non-Flammable Gas 100 gal. water 

capacity   x 
CLASS 3 

Flammable Liquid 1000 gallons  
 

 
Combustible Liquid 10,000 gallons  

 
 

CLASS 4 
Flammable Solid (Dangerous when 
wet) 

100 lbs.   x 
Flammable solid 500 lbs.   

 Spontaneously Combustible Material 100 lbs   

 
CLASS 5 

Oxidizer 500 lbs   x 
Organic Peroxide 250 lbs   

 CLASS 6 
Poison 500 lbs   

 Irritating Material: Liquid 1000 gallons   
 Irritating Material: Solid 500 lbs   
 CLASS 7 

Radioactive Material (Yellow III Label) Any Quantity   
 CLASS 8 

Corrosives: Liquid 1000 gallons   x 
Corrosives: Solid 500 lbs   

 NO DOT CATEGORY 
Known Human Carcinogen Any Category   

  

 
 

The Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Act (MIOSHA) requires that the Department of 
Public Safety prepare and disseminate to our Officers a plan for executing the department’s 
responsibilities with respect to each site within the City of Battle Creek where hazardous 
chemicals are used or produced. There are no exemptions based on the quantity of 
chemicals at the site. The purpose of the act is to ensure firefighter safety. 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

 
 

 

 

 
 

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL DEFINITIONS 
 
 

Carcinogen – A chemical is considered to be a carcinogen if: 1) it has been evaluated by the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC) and found to be a carcinogen or potential carcinogen; or 2) it is listed as a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen in the Annual Report on Carcinogens published by the National Toxicology Program (NTP) (latest 
edition), or 3) it is regulated by OSHA as a carcinogen. 

 
Combustible liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint at or above 100 degrees F (37.8 degrees C), but below 300 degrees F 
(93.3 degrees C), or higher, the total volume of which make up 99 percent or more of the volume of the mixture. 

 
Corrosive (liquid and solid) – Any liquid or solid that causes visible destruction or irreversible damage to human skin 
tissue. Also, it may be a liquid that has a severe corrosion rate on steel. 

 
Explosives and blasting agent (not including Class C explosives) – “Explosive” means a chemical that causes a 
sudden, almost instantaneous release of pressure, gas, and heat when subjected to sudden shock, pressure, or high 
pressure. “Blasting Agent” means a material designed for blasting. It must be insensitive that there is very little probability of: 
1) accidental explosion, or 2) going from burning to detonation. 

 
Flammable liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint below 100 degrees F (37.8 C), except any mixture having components 
with flashpoints of 100 degrees F (37.8 C) or higher, the total of which makes up 99 percent or more of the total volume of 
the mixture. 

 
Flammable gas – A gas that can burn with the evolution of heat and a flame. Flammable compressed gas is any 
compressed gas of which: 1) a mixture of 13 percent or less (by volume) with air is flammable, or 2) the flammable range 
with air is under 12 percent. 

 
Flammable solid – A solid, other that a blasting agent, or explosive, that is liable to cause fire through friction, absorption or 
moisture, spontaneous chemical change, or retained hear from manufacturing or processing, or which can be ignited readily 
and when ignited burns so vigorously and persistently as to create a serious hazard. 

 
Flammable solid (dangerous when wet) – - Water Reactive Material (Solid) - Any solid substance (including sludges and 
pastes) which react with water by igniting or giving off dangerous quantities of flammable or toxic gases. (Sec.171.8). 

 
Irritating material - liquid and solid - A liquid or solid substance which, upon contact with fire or air, gives off dangerous or 
intensely irritating fumes. 

 
Non-flammable gas - Any compressed gas other than a flammable compressed gas. 

 
Organic peroxide - An organic compound that contains the bivalent -0-0 structure and which may be considered to be 
a structural derivative of hydrogen peroxide where one or both of the hydrogen atoms has been replaced by an organic 
radical. 

 
Oxidizer - A chemical that initiates or promotes combustion in other materials, thereby causing fire either of itself or 
through the release of oxygen or other gases. Example being: chlorate, permanganate, inorganic peroxide, or a nitrate, 
that yields oxygen readily. 

 
Poison (Less dangerous poisons, toxic) - substances, liquid or solids (including pastes and semi- solids) so toxic to man 
that they are a hazard to health during transportation. 

 
Poison gas  (Extremely dangerous poisons, highly toxic poisonous gases or liquids) - a very small amount of the gas, or 
vapor of the liquid, mixed with air is dangerous to life. 

 
Radioactive material (yellow 111 label) - Any material, or combination of materials, that spontaneously gives off 
ionizing radiation. 

 
Spontaneously combustible material (Solid) - A solid substance (including sludge’s and pastes) which may undergo 
spontaneous heating or self-burning under normal transportation conditions. These materials may increase in 
temperature and ignite when exposed to air. 



 

 

Please check the corresponding box if 
your facility has prepared any of the 

following: 
 Pollution Incident Pollution Plan (PIPP) 
 Risk Management Program/Plan 
(RMP) 
 Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures Plan (SPCC) 
 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) 
 Hazardous Waste Contingency Plan 
(HWCP) 
 Other Spill Contingency Plan, please 
explain.   Have PIPP/SPCC/SWPPP 
Spill kitX 

 

 
A. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
Examples: Gasoline, Motor Oil, Heating Oil, Diesel, Used Oil 

 

B. RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
Common Uses: Gas Chromatography, Scientific Research, Gauges, 
Manufacturing, Medicine 

 

C. INORGANIC COMPOUNDS (Metals, Metal Compounds and 
certain Acids and Bases) 
Examples: Chromium, Arsenic, Cyanide, Nitrate, Hydrochloric Acid, 
Sodium Hydroxide 
D. FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES, AND OTHER SYNTHETIC 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
Examples: 10-10-10, Ammonium nitrate, Atrazine, Carbofuran, 
Simazine, Bone Meal 

 

E. VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOCs) 
Examples: Paints, Varnish, Solvents, Thinners, Adhesives, 
F. SALT 
Examples: Calcium Chloride, Sodium Chloride, Sand/Salt Mixtures 

 

 

CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 
PART 2 

 

DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please summarize the activities at this site, including principal products or services provided: 

Golf course – maintenance dept has fuel oil/diesel/gasoline 
  
 
 

Battle Creek’s wellhead protection ordinance (No. 1041) 
defines the following as Regulated Substances: 

 
1. Substances for which there is a materials safety data sheet 

(MSDS), and the MSDS cites possible health hazards 
2. Hazardous Waste, as defined by the Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 
3. Hazardous Substance, as defined by the Comprehensive 

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) 

4. Radiological materials 
5. Biohazards 

 
EXAMPLES OF REGULATED SUBSTANCES INCLUDE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please check the corresponding box if 
your facility has prepared or is 

designated as any of the following: 
 Listed as a Part 201 Site under Act 
451 
 Listed as a Part 213, Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank, Site under 
Act 451 
 Baseline Environmental Assessment 
 Due Care Plan 
 Other known release of a regulated 
substance or ongoing contamination, 
please explain. 

 
Do you use or store regulated substances onsite? 

 XYes  No 
If you answered “no” to this question, you do 
not need to complete page 5 of the 
questionnaire. 
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DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please check any boxes that describe the activities that occur at your property. 

 
Commercial 

  Analytical and clinical laboratories 
  Animal feedlots 
  Auto washes 
  Boat builders/refinishers 
  Car rental and service stations/automotive repair 
  Commercial establishments with fleets of trucks and cars 
  Concrete/asphalt/coal/tar companies 
  Drum recycling and cleaning 
  Dry cleaners and laundries 
  Equipment repair 
  Food processors/meat packers/slaughter houses 
  Fuel oil distributors/stores 
  Furniture stripping or refinishing 
   Gas stations 
 Junk and salvage yards 
  Motor vehicle repair/service shops 
  Pesticide application services/pesticide stores/retailers 
  Petroleum bulk storage (wholesale) 
  Photographic development 
  Printing 
  Salvage yards/impoundment lots 
  Truck or rail tanker cleaning 
  Wood preserving and treatment 

Manufacturing 
  Chemical, paint, and plastics manufacturing 
  Furniture manufacturing 
  Metal manufacturing (including metal plating) 
  Mining operations/injection wells 
  Other manufacturing (textiles, rubber, glass, etc.) 
  Pulp and paper industry 

 
Transportation 

  Airport maintenance/fueling areas 
  Governmental agencies with fleets of trucks and cars 
  Salt piles/sand-salt piles 
 Trucking/bus terminals   
  Vehicle maintenance operations (transportation/trucking, contractors/construction, auto dealers) 

 
Utilities 

  Aboveground oil pipelines 
  Electric power generation substations 

 
Waste Disposal 

  Landfills/dumps/transfer stations 
 
 

If you store regulated substances onsite, please summarize the security measures at this site, including 
fencing, lighting, and flow valves (are they locked when not in use?): 

 
 
ASTs locked every night 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – INDOOR STORAGE AREAS 

 
Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulated substances in INDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 
 

 
 

Material Name 
(Chemical or 

Brand) 

 
 
 
 

Material 
Use 

 
 
 
 

Container 
Type1 

 
 
 
 

Container 
Material 

 

 
 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Are floor drains present 
in storage area? If yes, 
are they connected to 
sanitary sewer, storm 

sewer, or other? 

 

 
 

Containers 
properly 
labeled? 

 

 
 

How often 
is the area 
inspected? 

 
Are walls and 

floors impervious? 
Please list 
material. 

Example: Hydraulic 
oil 

 
Lubricant 

 
Drum 

 
Steel 

 
55 Gallons  Yes 

 No 
  

Yes 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes, concrete 

Waste oil Waste oil drum steel  55 gals (2 
drums) 

N0  yes daily Yes, concrete 

          

          

          

          

          

          

1 Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – OUTDOOR STORAGE AREAS 

 
Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulates substances in OUTDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 
 

Material Name 
(Chemical or Brand) 

 
 

Material 
Use 

 

Storage 
Container 

Type1 

Storage 
Container 
Material 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Secondary containment structure 
present? If yes, describe containment, 

including material and size. 

How often is 
the area 

inspected? 

 
Is the 
storage area 
covered? 

 
Example: Diesel 

 
Truck Fuel 

 
AST 

 
Steel 

 
500 Gallons  Yes 

 No 
 

Concrete dike, 750 gallons 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes 

Diesel Lawn 
equipment 

 AST steel  500 gals  Yes 
 No 

 Steel (Crystall flash designed 
and inspected) 

daily no 

Gasoline Lawn 
equipment 

AST Steel 1,000 gals Yes 
 No 

Steel (Crystall flash designed 
and inspected) 

daily no 

Fuel oil Furnace 
heating 

AST steel 250 gals  Yes 
 No 

 daily yes 

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

1 Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 
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CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 

PART 1 
 

 
CITY OF BATTLE CREEK CHEMICAL STORAGE QUESTIONAIRE 

 
DATE COMPLETED:   9/23/16 

NAME OF 
PREMISES: 

  Crandall Farms 

SITE 
ADDRESS: 

  5575 Crandall Rd. - North Ave 

SITE 
TELEPHONE: 

  (269) 660-2229 

EMERGENCY 
TELEPHONE: 

(Numbers should be direct to facility representatives and available 24 hrs. Number should by-pass 
automated phone trees) 
 
(269) 660-2229 

QUESTIONAIRE 
COMPLETED BY: 

CB/ Mark Crandall 

PHONE:   (269) 660-2229 

EMAIL ADDRESS:   

SITE USE: 
 
Please check most 
appropriate box 

X CHEMICAL USER (Chemicals used in activities on site) 

 CHEMICAL PRODUCER (Chemicals manufactured at this site, includes 
packaging) 

 OTHER (Chemicals are stored on site, but not used or produced. Such as service stations, retail 
store, storage facility) 

 
Emergency Contacts: (Include Private Alarm / Security Companies, Maintenance Staff) 
NAME TITLE BUSINESS 

PHONE 
HOME PHONE CELL PHONE 

Mark Crandall owner     (269) 660-2229 
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EMERGENCY VENDORS 

SPILL CLEAN UP COMPANY Kent Oil (oil supplier) 

ADDRESS:  

PHONE NUMBERS 
REGULAR and AFTER HOURS NUMBERS: 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

 
 

 

 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE SURVEY 

 
Check 1 Box for Each Category 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE 

 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE AT OR 
ABOVE 

SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE BUT BELOW 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

DO 
NOT 

HAVE 

CLASS 1 
Explosives & Blasting Agents (Not 
including Class C Explosives) 

Any Quantity   X 
CLASS 2 

Poison Gas Any Quantity   X 
Flammable Gas (oxygen/propane) 100 gal. Water 

Capacity   
 Non-Flammable Gas 100 gal. water 

capacity   x 
CLASS 3 

Flammable Liquid 1000 gallons  
 

 
Combustible Liquid 10,000 gallons  

 
 

CLASS 4 
Flammable Solid (Dangerous when 
wet) 

100 lbs.   x 
Flammable solid 500 lbs.   

 Spontaneously Combustible Material 100 lbs   

 
CLASS 5 

Oxidizer 500 lbs   x 
Organic Peroxide 250 lbs   

 CLASS 6 
Poison 500 lbs   

 Irritating Material: Liquid 1000 gallons   
 Irritating Material: Solid 500 lbs   
 CLASS 7 

Radioactive Material (Yellow III Label) Any Quantity   
 CLASS 8 

Corrosives: Liquid 1000 gallons   x 
Corrosives: Solid 500 lbs   

 NO DOT CATEGORY 
Known Human Carcinogen Any Category   

  

 
 

The Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Act (MIOSHA) requires that the Department of 
Public Safety prepare and disseminate to our Officers a plan for executing the department’s 
responsibilities with respect to each site within the City of Battle Creek where hazardous 
chemicals are used or produced. There are no exemptions based on the quantity of 
chemicals at the site. The purpose of the act is to ensure firefighter safety. 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

 
 

 

 

 
 

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL DEFINITIONS 
 
 

Carcinogen – A chemical is considered to be a carcinogen if: 1) it has been evaluated by the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC) and found to be a carcinogen or potential carcinogen; or 2) it is listed as a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen in the Annual Report on Carcinogens published by the National Toxicology Program (NTP) (latest 
edition), or 3) it is regulated by OSHA as a carcinogen. 

 
Combustible liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint at or above 100 degrees F (37.8 degrees C), but below 300 degrees F 
(93.3 degrees C), or higher, the total volume of which make up 99 percent or more of the volume of the mixture. 

 
Corrosive (liquid and solid) – Any liquid or solid that causes visible destruction or irreversible damage to human skin 
tissue. Also, it may be a liquid that has a severe corrosion rate on steel. 

 
Explosives and blasting agent (not including Class C explosives) – “Explosive” means a chemical that causes a 
sudden, almost instantaneous release of pressure, gas, and heat when subjected to sudden shock, pressure, or high 
pressure. “Blasting Agent” means a material designed for blasting. It must be insensitive that there is very little probability of: 
1) accidental explosion, or 2) going from burning to detonation. 

 
Flammable liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint below 100 degrees F (37.8 C), except any mixture having components 
with flashpoints of 100 degrees F (37.8 C) or higher, the total of which makes up 99 percent or more of the total volume of 
the mixture. 

 
Flammable gas – A gas that can burn with the evolution of heat and a flame. Flammable compressed gas is any 
compressed gas of which: 1) a mixture of 13 percent or less (by volume) with air is flammable, or 2) the flammable range 
with air is under 12 percent. 

 
Flammable solid – A solid, other that a blasting agent, or explosive, that is liable to cause fire through friction, absorption or 
moisture, spontaneous chemical change, or retained hear from manufacturing or processing, or which can be ignited readily 
and when ignited burns so vigorously and persistently as to create a serious hazard. 

 
Flammable solid (dangerous when wet) – - Water Reactive Material (Solid) - Any solid substance (including sludges and 
pastes) which react with water by igniting or giving off dangerous quantities of flammable or toxic gases. (Sec.171.8). 

 
Irritating material - liquid and solid - A liquid or solid substance which, upon contact with fire or air, gives off dangerous or 
intensely irritating fumes. 

 
Non-flammable gas - Any compressed gas other than a flammable compressed gas. 

 
Organic peroxide - An organic compound that contains the bivalent -0-0 structure and which may be considered to be 
a structural derivative of hydrogen peroxide where one or both of the hydrogen atoms has been replaced by an organic 
radical. 

 
Oxidizer - A chemical that initiates or promotes combustion in other materials, thereby causing fire either of itself or 
through the release of oxygen or other gases. Example being: chlorate, permanganate, inorganic peroxide, or a nitrate, 
that yields oxygen readily. 

 
Poison (Less dangerous poisons, toxic) - substances, liquid or solids (including pastes and semi- solids) so toxic to man 
that they are a hazard to health during transportation. 

 
Poison gas  (Extremely dangerous poisons, highly toxic poisonous gases or liquids) - a very small amount of the gas, or 
vapor of the liquid, mixed with air is dangerous to life. 

 
Radioactive material (yellow 111 label) - Any material, or combination of materials, that spontaneously gives off 
ionizing radiation. 

 
Spontaneously combustible material (Solid) - A solid substance (including sludge’s and pastes) which may undergo 
spontaneous heating or self-burning under normal transportation conditions. These materials may increase in 
temperature and ignite when exposed to air. 



 

 

Please check the corresponding box if 
your facility has prepared any of the 

following: 
 Pollution Incident Pollution Plan (PIPP) 
 Risk Management Program/Plan 
(RMP) 
 Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures Plan (SPCC) 
 Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) 
 Hazardous Waste Contingency Plan 
(HWCP) 
 Other Spill Contingency Plan, please 
explain.   Have PIPP/SPCC/SWPPP 
Spill kitX 

 

 
A. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
Examples: Gasoline, Motor Oil, Heating Oil, Diesel, Used Oil 

 

B. RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
Common Uses: Gas Chromatography, Scientific Research, Gauges, 
Manufacturing, Medicine 

 

C. INORGANIC COMPOUNDS (Metals, Metal Compounds and 
certain Acids and Bases) 
Examples: Chromium, Arsenic, Cyanide, Nitrate, Hydrochloric Acid, 
Sodium Hydroxide 
D. FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES, AND OTHER SYNTHETIC 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
Examples: 10-10-10, Ammonium nitrate, Atrazine, Carbofuran, 
Simazine, Bone Meal 

 

E. VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOCs) 
Examples: Paints, Varnish, Solvents, Thinners, Adhesives, 
F. SALT 
Examples: Calcium Chloride, Sodium Chloride, Sand/Salt Mixtures 

 

 

CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 
PART 2 

 

DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please summarize the activities at this site, including principal products or services provided: 

DairyFarm – fuel for equipment 
  
 
 

Battle Creek’s wellhead protection ordinance (No. 1041) 
defines the following as Regulated Substances: 

 
1. Substances for which there is a materials safety data sheet 

(MSDS), and the MSDS cites possible health hazards 
2. Hazardous Waste, as defined by the Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 
3. Hazardous Substance, as defined by the Comprehensive 

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) 

4. Radiological materials 
5. Biohazards 

 
EXAMPLES OF REGULATED SUBSTANCES INCLUDE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please check the corresponding box if 
your facility has prepared or is 

designated as any of the following: 
 Listed as a Part 201 Site under Act 
451 
 Listed as a Part 213, Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank, Site under 
Act 451 
 Baseline Environmental Assessment 
 Due Care Plan 
 Other known release of a regulated 
substance or ongoing contamination, 
please explain. 

 
Do you use or store regulated substances onsite? 

 XYes  No 
If you answered “no” to this question, you do 
not need to complete page 5 of the 
questionnaire. 
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DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please check any boxes that describe the activities that occur at your property. 

 
Commercial 

  Analytical and clinical laboratories 
  Animal feedlots 
  Auto washes 
  Boat builders/refinishers 
  Car rental and service stations/automotive repair 
  Commercial establishments with fleets of trucks and cars 
  Concrete/asphalt/coal/tar companies 
  Drum recycling and cleaning 
  Dry cleaners and laundries 
  Equipment repair 
  Food processors/meat packers/slaughter houses 
  Fuel oil distributors/stores 
  Furniture stripping or refinishing 
   Gas stations 
 Junk and salvage yards 
  Motor vehicle repair/service shops 
  Pesticide application services/pesticide stores/retailers 
  Petroleum bulk storage (wholesale) 
  Photographic development 
  Printing 
  Salvage yards/impoundment lots 
  Truck or rail tanker cleaning 
  Wood preserving and treatment 

Manufacturing 
  Chemical, paint, and plastics manufacturing 
  Furniture manufacturing 
  Metal manufacturing (including metal plating) 
  Mining operations/injection wells 
  Other manufacturing (textiles, rubber, glass, etc.) 
  Pulp and paper industry 

 
Transportation 

  Airport maintenance/fueling areas 
  Governmental agencies with fleets of trucks and cars 
  Salt piles/sand-salt piles 
 Trucking/bus terminals   
  Vehicle maintenance operations (transportation/trucking, contractors/construction, auto dealers) 

 
Utilities 

  Aboveground oil pipelines 
  Electric power generation substations 

 
Waste Disposal 

  Landfills/dumps/transfer stations 
 
 

If you store regulated substances onsite, please summarize the security measures at this site, including 
fencing, lighting, and flow valves (are they locked when not in use?): 

 
Lighting, area not open to public 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – INDOOR STORAGE AREAS 

 
Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulated substances in INDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 
 

 
 

Material Name 
(Chemical or 

Brand) 

 
 
 
 

Material 
Use 

 
 
 
 

Container 
Type1 

 
 
 
 

Container 
Material 

 

 
 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Are floor drains present 
in storage area? If yes, 
are they connected to 
sanitary sewer, storm 

sewer, or other? 

 

 
 

Containers 
properly 
labeled? 

 

 
 

How often 
is the area 
inspected? 

 
Are walls and 

floors impervious? 
Please list 
material. 

Example: Hydraulic 
oil 

 
Lubricant 

 
Drum 

 
Steel 

 
55 Gallons  Yes 

 No 
  

Yes 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes, concrete 

Round up Weed 
control 

tote plastic  150 gals N0  yes daily Yes, concrete 

          

          

          

          

          

          

1 Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – OUTDOOR STORAGE AREAS 

 
Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulates substances in OUTDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 
 

Material Name 
(Chemical or Brand) 

 
 

Material 
Use 

 

Storage 
Container 

Type1 

Storage 
Container 
Material 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Secondary containment structure 
present? If yes, describe containment, 

including material and size. 

How often is 
the area 

inspected? 

 
Is the 
storage area 
covered? 

 
Example: Diesel 

 
Truck Fuel 

 
AST 

 
Steel 

 
500 Gallons  Yes 

 No 
 

Concrete dike, 750 gallons 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes 

Diesel Off road 
tractors 

 AST steel  1,000 gals  Yes 
 No 

  daily no 

diesel Road trucks AST Steel 500 gals Yes 
 No 

 daily no 

gasoline fuel AST steel 250 gals  Yes 
 No 

 daily no 

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

      Yes 
 No 

   

1 Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 
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CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 

PART 1 
 

 
CITY OF BATTLE CREEK CHEMICAL STORAGE QUESTIONAIRE 

 
DATE COMPLETED:   9/23/16, 9/29 

NAME OF 
PREMISES: 

  Former Shepard Farms farm house (now Mark and Renee Lake, owners) 

SITE 
ADDRESS: 

  6616 White Rabbit Rd 

SITE 
TELEPHONE: 

 

EMERGENCY 
TELEPHONE: 

(Numbers should be direct to facility representatives and available 24 hrs. Number should by-pass 
automated phone trees) 

 

QUESTIONAIRE 
COMPLETED BY: 

Hands & Assoc. 

PHONE:    

EMAIL ADDRESS:   

SITE USE: 
 
Please check most 
appropriate box 

X CHEMICAL USER (Chemicals used in activities on site) 

 CHEMICAL PRODUCER (Chemicals manufactured at this site, includes 

packaging) 

 OTHER (Chemicals are stored on site, but not used or produced. Such as service stations, retail 

store, storage facility) 
 

Emergency Contacts: (Include Private Alarm / Security Companies, Maintenance Staff) 

NAME TITLE BUSINESS 
PHONE 

HOME PHONE CELL PHONE 
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EMERGENCY VENDORS 

SPILL CLEAN UP COMPANY Kent Oil (oil supplier) 

ADDRESS:  

PHONE NUMBERS 
REGULAR and AFTER HOURS NUMBERS: 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

QUESTIONAIRE

 

 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE SURVEY 

 

Check 1 Box for Each Category 

 
CHEMICAL TYPE 

 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE AT OR 
ABOVE 

SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

HAVE BUT BELOW 
SPECIFIED 
QUANTITY 

DO 
NOT 

HAVE 

CLASS 1 

Explosives & Blasting Agents (Not 
including Class C Explosives) 

Any Quantity 
� � X 

CLASS 2 
Poison Gas Any Quantity � � X 
Flammable Gas (oxygen/propane) 100 gal. Water 

Capacity  � ⌧

� Non-Flammable Gas 100 gal. water 
capacity � � x 

CLASS 3 
Flammable Liquid 1000 gallons � � ⌧

�Combustible Liquid 10,000 gallons � ⌧

�

� 
CLASS 4 

Flammable Solid (Dangerous when 
wet) 

100 lbs. 
� � x 

Flammable solid 500 lbs. � � ⌧

�Spontaneously Combustible Material 100 lbs � � ⌧

�CLASS 5 
Oxidizer 500 lbs � � x 
Organic Peroxide 250 lbs � � ⌧

�CLASS 6 
Poison 500 lbs � � ⌧

Irritating Material: Liquid 1000 gallons � � ⌧

�Irritating Material: Solid 500 lbs � � ⌧

�CLASS 7 
Radioactive Material (Yellow III Label) Any Quantity � � ⌧

�CLASS 8 
Corrosives: Liquid 1000 gallons � � x 
Corrosives: Solid 500 lbs � � ⌧

�NO DOT CATEGORY 
Known Human Carcinogen Any Category � � ⌧

�
 

 
 

The Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Act (MIOSHA) requires that the Department of 
Public Safety prepare and disseminate to our Officers a plan for executing the department’s 
responsibilities with respect to each site within the City of Battle Creek where hazardous 
chemicals are used or produced. There are no exemptions based on the quantity of 
chemicals at the site. The purpose of the act is to ensure firefighter safety. 
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CITY OF BATTLE CREEK 
CHEMICAL STORAGE 

QUESTIONAIRE

 

 

 
 

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL DEFINITIONS 
 
 

Carcinogen – A chemical is considered to be a carcinogen if: 1) it has been evaluated by the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC) and found to be a carcinogen or potential carcinogen; or 2) it is listed as a carcinogen or 
potential carcinogen in the Annual Report on Carcinogens published by the National Toxicology Program (NTP) (latest 
edition), or 3) it is regulated by OSHA as a carcinogen. 

 
Combustible liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint at or above 100 degrees F (37.8 degrees C), but below 300 degrees F 
(93.3 degrees C), or higher, the total volume of which make up 99 percent or more of the volume of the mixture. 

 
Corrosive (liquid and solid) – Any liquid or solid that causes visible destruction or irreversible damage to human skin 
tissue. Also, it may be a liquid that has a severe corrosion rate on steel. 

 
Explosives and blasting agent (not including Class C explosives) – “Explosive” means a chemical that causes a 
sudden, almost instantaneous release of pressure, gas, and heat when subjected to sudden shock, pressure, or high 
pressure. “Blasting Agent” means a material designed for blasting. It must be insensitive that there is very little probability of: 
1) accidental explosion, or 2) going from burning to detonation. 

 
Flammable liquid – Any liquid having a flashpoint below 100 degrees F (37.8 C), except any mixture having components 
with flashpoints of 100 degrees F (37.8 C) or higher, the total of which makes up 99 percent or more of the total volume of 
the mixture. 

 
Flammable gas – A gas that can burn with the evolution of heat and a flame. Flammable compressed gas is any 
compressed gas of which: 1) a mixture of 13 percent or less (by volume) with air is flammable, or 2) the flammable range 
with air is under 12 percent. 

 
Flammable solid – A solid, other that a blasting agent, or explosive, that is liable to cause fire through friction, absorption or 
moisture, spontaneous chemical change, or retained hear from manufacturing or processing, or which can be ignited readily 
and when ignited burns so vigorously and persistently as to create a serious hazard. 

 
Flammable solid (dangerous when wet) – - Water Reactive Material (Solid) - Any solid substance (including sludges and 
pastes) which react with water by igniting or giving off dangerous quantities of flammable or toxic gases. (Sec.171.8). 

 
Irritating material - liquid and solid - A liquid or solid substance which, upon contact with fire or air, gives off dangerous or 
intensely irritating fumes. 

 
Non-flammable gas - Any compressed gas other than a flammable compressed gas. 

 
Organic peroxide - An organic compound that contains the bivalent -0-0 structure and which may be considered to be 
a structural derivative of hydrogen peroxide where one or both of the hydrogen atoms has been replaced by an organic 
radical. 

 
Oxidizer - A chemical that initiates or promotes combustion in other materials, thereby causing fire either of itself or 
through the release of oxygen or other gases. Example being: chlorate, permanganate, inorganic peroxide, or a nitrate, 
that yields oxygen readily. 

 
Poison (Less dangerous poisons, toxic) - substances, liquid or solids (including pastes and semi- solids) so toxic to man 
that they are a hazard to health during transportation. 

 
Poison gas  (Extremely dangerous poisons, highly toxic poisonous gases or liquids) - a very small amount of the gas, or 
vapor of the liquid, mixed with air is dangerous to life. 

 
Radioactive material (yellow 111 label) - Any material, or combination of materials, that spontaneously gives off 
ionizing radiation. 

 
Spontaneously combustible material (Solid) - A solid substance (including sludge’s and pastes) which may undergo 
spontaneous heating or self-burning under normal transportation conditions. These materials may increase in 
temperature and ignite when exposed to air. 



 

 

Please check the corresponding box if 
your facility has prepared any of the 

following: 

� Pollution Incident Pollution Plan (PIPP) 

� Risk Management Program/Plan 
(RMP) 

� Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures Plan (SPCC) 

� Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) 

� Hazardous Waste Contingency Plan 
(HWCP) 

 Other Spill Contingency Plan, please 
explain.   Have PIPP/SPCC/SWPPP 

 

 

 

A. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

Examples: Gasoline, Motor Oil, Heating Oil, Diesel, Used Oil 
 

B. RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 

Common Uses: Gas Chromatography, Scientific Research, Gauges, 
Manufacturing, Medicine 

 

C. INORGANIC COMPOUNDS (Metals, Metal Compounds and 
certain Acids and Bases) 

Examples: Chromium, Arsenic, Cyanide, Nitrate, Hydrochloric Acid, 
Sodium Hydroxide 
D. FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES, AND OTHER SYNTHETIC 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 

Examples: 10-10-10, Ammonium nitrate, Atrazine, Carbofuran, 
Simazine, Bone Meal 

 

E. VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOCs) 

Examples: Paints, Varnish, Solvents, Thinners, Adhesives, 
F. SALT 

Examples: Calcium Chloride, Sodium Chloride, Sand/Salt Mixtures 

 

 

CHEMICAL INVENTORY AND STORAGE FORM 

PART 2 

 

DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please summarize the activities at this site, including principal products or services provided: 
Farm – fuel for equipment 
  
 
 

Battle Creek’s wellhead protection ordinance (No. 1041) 
defines the following as Regulated Substances: 

 
1. Substances for which there is a materials safety data sheet 

(MSDS), and the MSDS cites possible health hazards 
2. Hazardous Waste, as defined by the Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 
3. Hazardous Substance, as defined by the Comprehensive 

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) 

4. Radiological materials 
5. Biohazards 

 
EXAMPLES OF REGULATED SUBSTANCES INCLUDE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please check the corresponding box if 

your facility has prepared or is 
designated as any of the following: 

� Listed as a Part 201 Site under Act 
451 

� Listed as a Part 213, Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank, Site under 
Act 451 

� Baseline Environmental Assessment 

� Due Care Plan 

� Other known release of a regulated 
substance or ongoing contamination, 
please explain. 

 

Do you use or store regulated substances onsite? 

 XYes � No 

If you answered “no” to this question, you do 
not need to complete page 5 of the 
questionnaire. 
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DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please check any boxes that describe the activities that occur at your property. 

 
Commercial 

�  Analytical and clinical laboratories 

�  Animal feedlots 

�  Auto washes 

�  Boat builders/refinishers 

�  Car rental and service stations/automotive repair 

�  Commercial establishments with fleets of trucks and cars 

�  Concrete/asphalt/coal/tar companies 

�  Drum recycling and cleaning 

�  Dry cleaners and laundries 

�  Equipment repair 

�  Food processors/meat packers/slaughter houses 

�  Fuel oil distributors/stores 

�  Furniture stripping or refinishing 

�   Gas stations 
 Junk and salvage yards 

 � Motor vehicle repair/service shops 

�  Pesticide application services/pesticide stores/retailers 

�  Petroleum bulk storage (wholesale) 

�  Photographic development 

�  Printing 

�  Salvage yards/impoundment lots 

�  Truck or rail tanker cleaning 

�  Wood preserving and treatment 

Manufacturing 

 � Chemical, paint, and plastics manufacturing 

�  Furniture manufacturing 

�  Metal manufacturing (including metal plating) 

�  Mining operations/injection wells 

�  Other manufacturing (textiles, rubber, glass, etc.) 

�  Pulp and paper industry 
 

Transportation 

�  Airport maintenance/fueling areas 

�  Governmental agencies with fleets of trucks and cars 

�  Salt piles/sand-salt piles 

� Trucking/bus terminals   

�  Vehicle maintenance operations (transportation/trucking, contractors/construction, auto dealers) 
 

Utilities 

�  Aboveground oil pipelines 

�  Electric power generation substations 
 

Waste Disposal 

�  Landfills/dumps/transfer stations 
 

 
If you store regulated substances onsite, please summarize the security measures at this site, including 
fencing, lighting, and flow valves (are they locked when not in use?): 
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DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – INDOOR STORAGE AREAS 
 

Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulated substances in INDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 
 

 
 

Material Name 
(Chemical or 

Brand) 

 
 
 
 

Material 
Use 

 
 
 
 

Container 

Type
1 

 

 
 
 

Container 
Material 

 

 
 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Are floor drains present 
in storage area? If yes, 
are they connected to 
sanitary sewer, storm 

sewer, or other? 

 

 
 

Containers 
properly 
labeled? 

 

 
 

How often 
is the area 
inspected? 

 
Are walls and 

floors impervious? 
Please list 
material. 

Example: Hydraulic 
oil 

 

Lubricant 
 

Drum 
 

Steel 
 

55 Gallons 
� Yes 
� No 

  

Yes 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes, concrete 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

1 
Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 



DRINKING WATER PROTECTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
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REGULATED SUBSTANCES INVENTORY – OUTDOOR STORAGE AREAS 
 

Our priority is to inventory materials stored in aggregate quantities greater than 55 gallons or 440 pounds. Aggregate quantity means the total 
storage amount of each material onsite, regardless of container size. 

 
If your facility stores any regulates substances in OUTDOOR storage areas onsite, please list the specific types of materials below. 

 

 
Material Name 

(Chemical or Brand) 

 

 
Material 

Use 

 

Storage 
Container 

Type
1 

Storage 
Container 
Material 

Max. Quantity 
Stored Onsite 

(with Units) 

Secondary containment structure 
present? If yes, describe containment, 

including material and size. 

How often is 
the area 

inspected? 

 
Is the 
storage area 
covered? 

 

Example: Diesel 
 

Truck Fuel 
 

AST 
 

Steel 
 

500 Gallons 
� Yes 
� No 

 

Concrete dike, 750 gallons 
 

Weekly 
 

Yes 

Diesel fuel  AST steel  500 gals  Yes 
⌧ No 

   no 

         

         

     � Yes 
� No 

   

     � Yes 
� No 

   

     � Yes 
� No 

   

     � Yes 
� No 

   

1 
Examples: aboveground storage tank (AST), underground storage tank (UST), drum, bags, bottles, pails. 
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PENNFIELD CHARTER TOWNSHIP ORDINANCE No. 104J-08-11 
 

 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND APPENDIX B OF THE CODE OF ORDIN-

ANCES OF PENNFIELD CHARTER TOWNSHIP BY ADDING CHAPTER 

5C CREATING A WELLHEAD PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT.  

 

THE CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF PENNFIELD ORDAINS: 

 

 SECTION 1.  Chapter 5C of Appendix B of the Pennfield Charter Township Code is hereby 

created as follows: 

 

CHAPTER 5C.  WELLHEAD PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT 

  

 5C.01. Purpose.  The purpose of the Wellhead Protection Overlay District is to provide 

supplemental development regulation in the designated areas so as to permanently protect the 

Pennfield Charter Township drinking water source from long-term contamination originating from 

land use activities on the earth's surface.  Due to the vulnerability of groundwater to contamination, 

the need of public health protection, and the significant public investment in the municipal water 

system, these regulations contain protective measures which do not apply to other areas of the 

community.   

 

 5C.02. Definitions.  The following definitions apply to this Ordinance: 

 

 A. Best Management Practices (BMP) means the best available methods, activities, 

maintenance procedures, technologies, operating methods or management practices for preventing 

or reducing the quantity of Regulated Substances entering groundwater and surface water from a 

particular land use activity. 

 

 B. Delineated Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA) means that area through which wa-

ter travels below the surface and reaches a Township well or well field within a specified period of 

time (under specified conditions set by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

[MDEQ]).  This Ordinance addresses both a one-year and ten-year time-of-travel to the WHPA. 

 

 C. Groundwater means the water below the land surface in a zone of saturation, ex-

cluding those waters in underground piping for water, wastewater, or stormwater distribu-

tion/collection systems. 

 

 D. Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) shall include its prede-

cessors and successors. 
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 E. Performance Standards means those BMPs and engineering controls contained 

within the document “ Wellhead Protection Ordinance Site Plan Review Checklist”, dated 

 AUGUST 2011 and prepared by Civil Engineers, Inc. of Battle Creek, Michigan. 

 

 F. RCRA means the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-580; 

42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), as amended. 

 

 G. Regulated Substances shall include a chemical or other material which is or may 

become injurious to the public health, safety or welfare or to the environment including, but not li-

mited to, the following: 

 

1. Substances for which there is a material safety data sheet (MSDS), as established by the 

United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and the MSDS cites poss-

ible health hazards for said substance; 

 

2. Hazardous Waste, as defined by the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the RCRA 

of 1976, as amended; 

 

3. Hazardous Substance, as defined by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-

pensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), when the hazardous substance is the focus of 

remedial or removal action being conducted under CERCLA in accordance with the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) regulations; 

 

4. Radiological materials; and, 

 

5. Biohazards. 

 

 Regulated Substances shall not, however, include:  

 

1. Substances in an amount equal or less than 2,200 pounds that are in an area capable of 

fully containing a total release of said substance or an area that would drain the sub-

stance to a wastewater treatment system capable of treating the released substance(s), 

excluding septic tank systems;  

 

2. Substances in a parked or stopped vehicle in transit, provided the vehicle is stopped or 

parked for less than seventy-two (72) hours;  

 

3. Substances, such as gasoline or oil, in operable motor vehicles or boats, so long as used 

solely for the operation of the vehicle, but not the tanker portion of a tank truck;  

 

4. Pressurized gases such as chlorine, propane, hydrogen, and nitrogen when in a chemi-

cal storage tank;  

 

5. Refrigerants contained within equipment and used for on-site air cooling or in house-

hold appliances;  
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6. Substances contained within electrical utility transformers/switches; or  

 

7. Substances used in construction for which all necessary permits have been obtained and 

in accordance with the "Performance Standards."  

 

 H. Release means the spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharg-

ing, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing of one or more regulated substances upon 

or into any land or water within a WHPA. Release includes, without limitation, leakage of such ma-

terials from failed or discarded containers or storage systems and disposal of such materials into 

any on-site sewage disposal system, dry-well, catch basin, or landfill. The term "release" when used 

and applied herein does not include:  

 

1. Disposal, in accordance with all applicable legal requirements and in accordance with 

the requirements of RCRA regulations, of hazardous wastes in a Facility that has re-

ceived and maintained all necessary legal approvals for that purpose;  

 

2. Disposal or release of any substance in compliance with applicable legal requirements, 

including without limitation, the terms and provisions of a valid municipal, state, or fed-

eral permit, if such permits are required by applicable environmental laws;  

 

3. Disposal, in accordance with all legal requirements, of any substance to a sanitary sew-

er system that has received and maintained all necessary legal approvals for that pur-

pose;  

 

4. Disposal, in accordance with all legal requirements, of "sanitary sewage" to subsurface 

sewage disposal systems, as defined and permitted by the State of Michigan or the Cal-

houn County Environmental Health Department;  

 

5. A release for which there is no obligation to report under federal, state, or other local 

regulations that occurs on an impervious ground surface (e.g., building floor or concrete 

driveway) that is effectively cleaned up before reaching permeable ground (e.g., un-

paved), a dry well, a storm sewer, or surface water body; or  

 

6. The application of agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, mineral acids, organic sulfur com-

pounds, etc., as used in routine agricultural operations and applied under the "General-

ly Accepted Agricultural Management Practices," and consistent with label directions 

approved by the U.S. EPA or the Michigan Department of Agriculture.  

 

 I. Spill Contingency Plan means a written site-specific plan conforming to the specifi-

cations contained in the "Performance Standards," including the documentation of general site op-

erations; Regulated Substance storage areas; potential for releases of Regulated Substances and an 

analysis of the potential destination of such releases; and procedures to be followed in the event of 

a release. 
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 J. Time of Travel marks the time it will take a particle of water to travel through the 

wellhead protection area and into a well. 

 

 K. Township means Pennfield Charter Township. 

 

 L. Well means any individual well used for supplying water. 

 

 5C.03. Application to Land Use Activities.  Requirements of this Chapter apply to any per-

son, firm or corporation within the Wellhead Protection Overlay zone when new or expanded land 

uses are proposed. 

 

 5C.04. Permitted Uses.  Subject to Section 5C.06 of this Chapter, all permitted uses within 

the underlying district are permitted within the Wellhead Protection Overlay District except for the 

following uses which are not permitted regardless of the underlying district: 

 

A. Sanitary and/or solid waste landfills; 

 

 B. Scrap or recycling yards; 

 

 C. Sand, gravel, bedrock, or other types of mining operations or quarry operations  in-

volving the excavation and/or extraction of naturally occurring ores, stone, salt, sand or other natu-

rally occurring minerals; 

 

D.        Drilling for natural gas or petroleum, whether for exploration, production or  

otherwise within the 1 year WHPA 

 

 5C.05. Continuation of Existing Non-Conforming Facilities and Land Uses. 

 

 A. Existing non-conformities for land uses/activities will be allowed within the WHPA 

only if in accordance with Section 3.23 of the Pennfield Charter Township Zoning Ordinance (Ap-

pendix B of the Pennfield Charter Township Code of Ordinances). 

 

 B. In addition, the facility must meet the requirements of Chapter 30 of the Pennfield  

Charter Township Code of Ordinances dealing with the requirements for wellhead protection. 

 

 5C.06. Special Land Use Permit Required.  Except for single-family dwellings and acces-

sory buildings located within appropriately zoned districts, no land uses within the Wellhead Pro-

tection Overlay zone shall be constructed or expanded unless a special use permit has been granted 

by the Planning Commission. 

 

 5C.07. Wellhead Protection Area map.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone shall be 

mapped and the land area where water infiltrates into the soils and reaches groundwater used by 

the public water supply wells shall be delineated.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone map shall 

be periodically reviewed.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone map is hereby incorporated into 

this zoning district regulation. 
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 5C.08. Site Plan Review Requirements.  All land uses proposed or expanded within the 

Wellhead Protection area shall meet the site plan review standards specified in Section 16.01.C.2.p 

of the Pennfield Charter Township Zoning Ordinance. 

 

 5C.09. Data Submission Requirements.  Data required for special land use review purpos-

es includes the following: 

 

A.      Listing of types and quantities of regulated substances which shall be used or stored 

 on site at the facility in quantities of greater than 55 gallons aggregate for liquid materials or 440 

pounds aggregate for dry weights. 

 

B.      Completion of the "Hazardous Substances Reporting Form" as provided by the  

 Zoning Administrator. 

 

C. Location of the site within the Wellhead Protection area. 

 

D.    Areas to be used for the storage, use, loading/unloading, recycling, or disposal of  ha-

zardous substances, including interior and exterior areas. 

 

E.     Location of existing wetlands and water courses, including lakes, ponds, rivers, on or  

within  a quarter mile of the site. 

 

 5C.10. Standards for Special Land Uses.  All projects proposed for special land use ap-

proval  within the Wellhead Protection area shall meet the following minimum standards: 

 

A. Sites at which hazardous substances are stored, used or generated shall be designed 

 to prevent spills and discharges to the air, surface of the ground, groundwater, lakes, streams, riv-

ers, or wetlands.  

 

B. Secondary containment of hazardous substances shall be provided for areas where  

such substances are stored or used. Secondary containment shall be sufficient to store the substance 

for the maximum anticipated period of time necessary for the recovery of any released substance.  

 

C. General purpose floor drains shall be approved for connection to a public sewer sys- 

tem, an on-site holding tank, or a system authorized through a state groundwater discharge permit.  

 

D. State and federal agency requirements for storage, spill prevention, record keeping,  

emergency response, transport and disposal of hazardous substances shall be met, including but not 

limited to the following:  

 

(1)  A Michigan Groundwater Discharge Permit shall be required for any dis-

charge to groundwater.  
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(2)  A Pollution Incident Prevention Plan shall be prepared by facilities which 

store any quantity of materials listed on the Michigan Critical Materials list.  

 

E. Commercial or industrial land uses shall have specially-designed storm water facili- 

ties in areas where hazardous substance spills may occur. Such facilities shall be designed to:  

 

(1)  Prevent the commingling of storm water runoff and hazardous substances;  

 

(2)  Enhance spill cleanup procedures; and  

 

(3)  Meet all county, state and federal agency requirements.  

 

F. All guidelines and requirements of federal, state, county and local agencies specified  

in the state-approved wellhead protection plan for Pennfield Charter Township shall be met. (Note: 

the guidelines specified in the wellhead protection plan could include: underground storage tank 

requirements which duplicate or exceed requirements of the State Police Fire Marshal Division; 

septic system density requirements which duplicate or exceed the county sanitary code; additional 

secondary containment and spill prevention measures which are developed through the wellhead 

protection program). 

 

 5C.11. Maintenance Plan Required.  All special land uses proposed for the wellhead pro-

tection area shall have an approved maintenance plan recorded with the Township Clerk. 

 

 The maintenance plan may include standards and operational requirements related to:  

 

 A. The application rate and timing of lawn fertilizers;  

 

 B. The pumpout and operation of on-site septic systems;  

 

C. The repair and reconstruction of secondary containment dikes and other spill protec- 

tion measures;  

 

D.  The application of de-icing chemicals to road surfaces and parking lots;  

 

E.  Maintenance of storm water management facilities located on-site; and  

 

F.  Other topics identified in the Pennfield Charter Township Wellhead Protection Plan.  

 

 5C.12. Administrative Review Fees.  All applicants for special use permits shall pay an ad-

ministrative fee sufficient to cover the expense of reviewing and approving the proposal, including, 

but not limited to, the cost of planning and engineering site reviews. 

 

 SECTION 2. SEVERABILITY OF INVALID PROVISIONS.  If any provision of this Or-

dinance shall be held invalid, its invalidity shall not effect any other provisions of this Ordinance 
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that can be given effect without the invalid provision, and for this purpose the provisions of this Or-

dinance are hereby declared to be severable. 

 

 SECTION 3. SAVINGS CLAUSE.  A prosecution which is pending on the effective date 

of this ordinance and which arose from a violation of an ordinance repealed by this ordinance, or a 

prosecution which is started within one (1) year after the effective date of this ordinance arising 

from a violation of an ordinance repealed by this ordinance and which was committed prior to the 

effective date of this ordinance, shall be tried and determined exactly as if the ordinance had not 

been repealed. 

 

 SECTION 4. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take effect seven (7) days after 

publication of either a summary of the regulatory effect of the amendment, including the geographic 

area affected, or the text of the amendment which publication shall occur within fifteen (15) days of 

adoption. 

 

 This Ordinance is hereby declared to have been passed and adopted by the Pennfield Charter 

Township, County of Calhoun, State of Michigan, at a regularly scheduled meeting thereof duly 

called and held on this                   day of                                     , 2011. 

 

 

  

 ______________________________________

Robert P. Behnke, Supervisor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

______________________________                                                                  

Kathleen R. Case, Clerk 

 

 

Prepared by: 

John H. Macfarlane (P29075) 

MUMFORD, SCHUBEL, NORLANDER, 

MACFARLANE & BARNETT, PLLC 

68 East Michigan Avenue 

Battle Creek, Michigan 49017-4010 

(616) 968-6146 

 

/pb 
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PENNFIELD CHARTER TOWNSHIP ORDINANCE No. 104J-08-11 
 

 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND APPENDIX B OF THE CODE OF ORDIN-

ANCES OF PENNFIELD CHARTER TOWNSHIP BY ADDING CHAPTER 

5C CREATING A WELLHEAD PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT.  

 

THE CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF PENNFIELD ORDAINS: 

 

 SECTION 1.  Chapter 5C of Appendix B of the Pennfield Charter Township Code is hereby 

created as follows: 

 

CHAPTER 5C.  WELLHEAD PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT 

  

 5C.01. Purpose.  The purpose of the Wellhead Protection Overlay District is to provide 

supplemental development regulation in the designated areas so as to permanently protect the 

Pennfield Charter Township drinking water source from long-term contamination originating from 

land use activities on the earth's surface.  Due to the vulnerability of groundwater to contamination, 

the need of public health protection, and the significant public investment in the municipal water 

system, these regulations contain protective measures which do not apply to other areas of the 

community.   

 

 5C.02. Definitions.  The following definitions apply to this Ordinance: 

 

 A. Best Management Practices (BMP) means the best available methods, activities, 

maintenance procedures, technologies, operating methods or management practices for preventing 

or reducing the quantity of Regulated Substances entering groundwater and surface water from a 

particular land use activity. 

 

 B. Delineated Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA) means that area through which wa-

ter travels below the surface and reaches a Township well or well field within a specified period of 

time (under specified conditions set by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

[MDEQ]).  This Ordinance addresses both a one-year and ten-year time-of-travel to the WHPA. 

 

 C. Groundwater means the water below the land surface in a zone of saturation, ex-

cluding those waters in underground piping for water, wastewater, or stormwater distribu-

tion/collection systems. 

 

 D. Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) shall include its prede-

cessors and successors. 
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 E. Performance Standards means those BMPs and engineering controls contained 

within the document “ Wellhead Protection Ordinance Site Plan Review Checklist”, dated 

 AUGUST 2011 and prepared by Civil Engineers, Inc. of Battle Creek, Michigan. 

 

 F. RCRA means the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-580; 

42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), as amended. 

 

 G. Regulated Substances shall include a chemical or other material which is or may 

become injurious to the public health, safety or welfare or to the environment including, but not li-

mited to, the following: 

 

1. Substances for which there is a material safety data sheet (MSDS), as established by the 

United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and the MSDS cites poss-

ible health hazards for said substance; 

 

2. Hazardous Waste, as defined by the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the RCRA 

of 1976, as amended; 

 

3. Hazardous Substance, as defined by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-

pensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), when the hazardous substance is the focus of 

remedial or removal action being conducted under CERCLA in accordance with the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) regulations; 

 

4. Radiological materials; and, 

 

5. Biohazards. 

 

 Regulated Substances shall not, however, include:  

 

1. Substances in an amount equal or less than 2,200 pounds that are in an area capable of 

fully containing a total release of said substance or an area that would drain the sub-

stance to a wastewater treatment system capable of treating the released substance(s), 

excluding septic tank systems;  

 

2. Substances in a parked or stopped vehicle in transit, provided the vehicle is stopped or 

parked for less than seventy-two (72) hours;  

 

3. Substances, such as gasoline or oil, in operable motor vehicles or boats, so long as used 

solely for the operation of the vehicle, but not the tanker portion of a tank truck;  

 

4. Pressurized gases such as chlorine, propane, hydrogen, and nitrogen when in a chemi-

cal storage tank;  

 

5. Refrigerants contained within equipment and used for on-site air cooling or in house-

hold appliances;  
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6. Substances contained within electrical utility transformers/switches; or  

 

7. Substances used in construction for which all necessary permits have been obtained and 

in accordance with the "Performance Standards."  

 

 H. Release means the spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharg-

ing, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing of one or more regulated substances upon 

or into any land or water within a WHPA. Release includes, without limitation, leakage of such ma-

terials from failed or discarded containers or storage systems and disposal of such materials into 

any on-site sewage disposal system, dry-well, catch basin, or landfill. The term "release" when used 

and applied herein does not include:  

 

1. Disposal, in accordance with all applicable legal requirements and in accordance with 

the requirements of RCRA regulations, of hazardous wastes in a Facility that has re-

ceived and maintained all necessary legal approvals for that purpose;  

 

2. Disposal or release of any substance in compliance with applicable legal requirements, 

including without limitation, the terms and provisions of a valid municipal, state, or fed-

eral permit, if such permits are required by applicable environmental laws;  

 

3. Disposal, in accordance with all legal requirements, of any substance to a sanitary sew-

er system that has received and maintained all necessary legal approvals for that pur-

pose;  

 

4. Disposal, in accordance with all legal requirements, of "sanitary sewage" to subsurface 

sewage disposal systems, as defined and permitted by the State of Michigan or the Cal-

houn County Environmental Health Department;  

 

5. A release for which there is no obligation to report under federal, state, or other local 

regulations that occurs on an impervious ground surface (e.g., building floor or concrete 

driveway) that is effectively cleaned up before reaching permeable ground (e.g., un-

paved), a dry well, a storm sewer, or surface water body; or  

 

6. The application of agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, mineral acids, organic sulfur com-

pounds, etc., as used in routine agricultural operations and applied under the "General-

ly Accepted Agricultural Management Practices," and consistent with label directions 

approved by the U.S. EPA or the Michigan Department of Agriculture.  

 

 I. Spill Contingency Plan means a written site-specific plan conforming to the specifi-

cations contained in the "Performance Standards," including the documentation of general site op-

erations; Regulated Substance storage areas; potential for releases of Regulated Substances and an 

analysis of the potential destination of such releases; and procedures to be followed in the event of 

a release. 
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 J. Time of Travel marks the time it will take a particle of water to travel through the 

wellhead protection area and into a well. 

 

 K. Township means Pennfield Charter Township. 

 

 L. Well means any individual well used for supplying water. 

 

 5C.03. Application to Land Use Activities.  Requirements of this Chapter apply to any per-

son, firm or corporation within the Wellhead Protection Overlay zone when new or expanded land 

uses are proposed. 

 

 5C.04. Permitted Uses.  Subject to Section 5C.06 of this Chapter, all permitted uses within 

the underlying district are permitted within the Wellhead Protection Overlay District except for the 

following uses which are not permitted regardless of the underlying district: 

 

A. Sanitary and/or solid waste landfills; 

 

 B. Scrap or recycling yards; 

 

 C. Sand, gravel, bedrock, or other types of mining operations or quarry operations  in-

volving the excavation and/or extraction of naturally occurring ores, stone, salt, sand or other natu-

rally occurring minerals; 

 

D.        Drilling for natural gas or petroleum, whether for exploration, production or  

otherwise within the 1 year WHPA 

 

 5C.05. Continuation of Existing Non-Conforming Facilities and Land Uses. 

 

 A. Existing non-conformities for land uses/activities will be allowed within the WHPA 

only if in accordance with Section 3.23 of the Pennfield Charter Township Zoning Ordinance (Ap-

pendix B of the Pennfield Charter Township Code of Ordinances). 

 

 B. In addition, the facility must meet the requirements of Chapter 30 of the Pennfield  

Charter Township Code of Ordinances dealing with the requirements for wellhead protection. 

 

 5C.06. Special Land Use Permit Required.  Except for single-family dwellings and acces-

sory buildings located within appropriately zoned districts, no land uses within the Wellhead Pro-

tection Overlay zone shall be constructed or expanded unless a special use permit has been granted 

by the Planning Commission. 

 

 5C.07. Wellhead Protection Area map.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone shall be 

mapped and the land area where water infiltrates into the soils and reaches groundwater used by 

the public water supply wells shall be delineated.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone map shall 

be periodically reviewed.  The Wellhead Protection Overlay zone map is hereby incorporated into 

this zoning district regulation. 
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 5C.08. Site Plan Review Requirements.  All land uses proposed or expanded within the 

Wellhead Protection area shall meet the site plan review standards specified in Section 16.01.C.2.p 

of the Pennfield Charter Township Zoning Ordinance. 

 

 5C.09. Data Submission Requirements.  Data required for special land use review purpos-

es includes the following: 

 

A.      Listing of types and quantities of regulated substances which shall be used or stored 

 on site at the facility in quantities of greater than 55 gallons aggregate for liquid materials or 440 

pounds aggregate for dry weights. 

 

B.      Completion of the "Hazardous Substances Reporting Form" as provided by the  

 Zoning Administrator. 

 

C. Location of the site within the Wellhead Protection area. 

 

D.    Areas to be used for the storage, use, loading/unloading, recycling, or disposal of  ha-

zardous substances, including interior and exterior areas. 

 

E.     Location of existing wetlands and water courses, including lakes, ponds, rivers, on or  

within  a quarter mile of the site. 

 

 5C.10. Standards for Special Land Uses.  All projects proposed for special land use ap-

proval  within the Wellhead Protection area shall meet the following minimum standards: 

 

A. Sites at which hazardous substances are stored, used or generated shall be designed 

 to prevent spills and discharges to the air, surface of the ground, groundwater, lakes, streams, riv-

ers, or wetlands.  

 

B. Secondary containment of hazardous substances shall be provided for areas where  

such substances are stored or used. Secondary containment shall be sufficient to store the substance 

for the maximum anticipated period of time necessary for the recovery of any released substance.  

 

C. General purpose floor drains shall be approved for connection to a public sewer sys- 

tem, an on-site holding tank, or a system authorized through a state groundwater discharge permit.  

 

D. State and federal agency requirements for storage, spill prevention, record keeping,  

emergency response, transport and disposal of hazardous substances shall be met, including but not 

limited to the following:  

 

(1)  A Michigan Groundwater Discharge Permit shall be required for any dis-

charge to groundwater.  
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(2)  A Pollution Incident Prevention Plan shall be prepared by facilities which 

store any quantity of materials listed on the Michigan Critical Materials list.  

 

E. Commercial or industrial land uses shall have specially-designed storm water facili- 

ties in areas where hazardous substance spills may occur. Such facilities shall be designed to:  

 

(1)  Prevent the commingling of storm water runoff and hazardous substances;  

 

(2)  Enhance spill cleanup procedures; and  

 

(3)  Meet all county, state and federal agency requirements.  

 

F. All guidelines and requirements of federal, state, county and local agencies specified  

in the state-approved wellhead protection plan for Pennfield Charter Township shall be met. (Note: 

the guidelines specified in the wellhead protection plan could include: underground storage tank 

requirements which duplicate or exceed requirements of the State Police Fire Marshal Division; 

septic system density requirements which duplicate or exceed the county sanitary code; additional 

secondary containment and spill prevention measures which are developed through the wellhead 

protection program). 

 

 5C.11. Maintenance Plan Required.  All special land uses proposed for the wellhead pro-

tection area shall have an approved maintenance plan recorded with the Township Clerk. 

 

 The maintenance plan may include standards and operational requirements related to:  

 

 A. The application rate and timing of lawn fertilizers;  

 

 B. The pumpout and operation of on-site septic systems;  

 

C. The repair and reconstruction of secondary containment dikes and other spill protec- 

tion measures;  

 

D.  The application of de-icing chemicals to road surfaces and parking lots;  

 

E.  Maintenance of storm water management facilities located on-site; and  

 

F.  Other topics identified in the Pennfield Charter Township Wellhead Protection Plan.  

 

 5C.12. Administrative Review Fees.  All applicants for special use permits shall pay an ad-

ministrative fee sufficient to cover the expense of reviewing and approving the proposal, including, 

but not limited to, the cost of planning and engineering site reviews. 

 

 SECTION 2. SEVERABILITY OF INVALID PROVISIONS.  If any provision of this Or-

dinance shall be held invalid, its invalidity shall not effect any other provisions of this Ordinance 
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that can be given effect without the invalid provision, and for this purpose the provisions of this Or-

dinance are hereby declared to be severable. 

 

 SECTION 3. SAVINGS CLAUSE.  A prosecution which is pending on the effective date 

of this ordinance and which arose from a violation of an ordinance repealed by this ordinance, or a 

prosecution which is started within one (1) year after the effective date of this ordinance arising 

from a violation of an ordinance repealed by this ordinance and which was committed prior to the 

effective date of this ordinance, shall be tried and determined exactly as if the ordinance had not 

been repealed. 

 

 SECTION 4. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take effect seven (7) days after 

publication of either a summary of the regulatory effect of the amendment, including the geographic 

area affected, or the text of the amendment which publication shall occur within fifteen (15) days of 

adoption. 

 

 This Ordinance is hereby declared to have been passed and adopted by the Pennfield Charter 

Township, County of Calhoun, State of Michigan, at a regularly scheduled meeting thereof duly 

called and held on this                   day of                                     , 2011. 

 

 

  

 ______________________________________

Robert P. Behnke, Supervisor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

______________________________                                                                  

Kathleen R. Case, Clerk 

 

 

Prepared by: 

John H. Macfarlane (P29075) 

MUMFORD, SCHUBEL, NORLANDER, 

MACFARLANE & BARNETT, PLLC 

68 East Michigan Avenue 

Battle Creek, Michigan 49017-4010 

(616) 968-6146 

 

/pb 
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Contingency Plan Materials 
 

 
Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 
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Pennfield Wellhead Protection Program 

 
 

 

Understanding of Cooperation 
Agreement with the City of Battle 

Creek 
 

 
Dave Morgan – Township Supervisor 

2017 
 



 
 

 
 

 
  

 

Understanding of Cooperation 

Agreement with the City of Battle Creek 

 

 

This Agreement is currently being negotiated by the Township Attorney. 
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